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Rate and Delay Guarantees Provided by
Clos Packet Switches with Load Balancing

Aleksandra Smiljanić,Member, IEEE

Abstract— The size of a single-hop cross-bar fabric is still
limited by the technology, and the fabrics available on the market
do not exceed the terabit capacity. A multihop fabric such as
Clos network provides the higher capacity by using the smaller
switching elements (SE). When the traffic load is balanced over
the switches in a middle stage, all the traffic would get through
the fabric, as long as the switch outputs are not overloaded.
However, the delay that packets experience through the Clos
switch depends on the granularity of flows that are balanced.We
examine the maximum fabric utilization under which a tolerable
delay is provided for various load balancing algorithms, and
derive the general formula for this utilization in terms of t he
number of flows that are balanced. We show that the algorithms
which balance flows with sufficiently coarse granularity provide
both high fabric utilization and delay guarantees to the most
sensitive applications. Since no admission control shouldbe
performed within the switch, the fast traffic-pattern changes can
be accommodated in the proposed scalable architecture.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Clos circuit switch has been proposed by Clos in 1953s
at Bell Labs [6]. Figure 1 shows the connections between
switching elements (SE) in a symmetric Clos three-stage
switch. This interconnection rule is: the xth SE in some
switching stage is connected to the xth input of each SE in the
next stage [6], [7], [8]. Here, all connections have the same
bandwidths. It has been shown that a circuit can be established
through the Clos switching fabric without rearranging existing
circuits as long as the number of SEs in the second stage is
at least twice the number of inputs of an SE in the first stage
minus 1, i.e.l � 2 � n � 1. It has also been shown that a
circuit can be established through the Clos switching fabric as
long as the number of SEs in the second stage is no less than
the number of inputs of an SE in the first stage, i.e.l � n.
In the latter case, the number of required SEs and their total
capacity are smaller due to the fact that the existing circuits can
be rearranged. While the complexity of the switching fabric
hardware is reduced, the complexity of the algorithm for a
circuit setup is increased. In both cases, non-blocking property
of the Clos architecture has been proven assuming the specific
algorithms for circuit setup [8]. Various implications of Clos
findings have been examined in [12].

The Clos switching fabric can be used for increasing ca-
pacity of packet switches as well. The interconnection of SEs
would be the same as in the circuit switch case. However,
these SEs should be reconfigured in each cell time slot based
on the outputs of outstanding cells. Here, packets are splitinto
cells of a fixed duration, which is typically 50ns (64 bytes at
10Gb/s). Algorithms for circuit setup in Clos circuit switches
cannot be readily applied in Clos packet switches. First, all
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Fig. 1. Clos switching fabric
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Fig. 2. (a) Switching element (SE) based on a cross-bar (b) Switching
element based on a shared buffer

SEs should be synchronized on a cell-by-cell basis. Then, an
implementation of the algorithm that rearranges connections
on a cell-by-cell basis in SEs of a rearrangeable non-blocking
Clos switch would be prohibitively complex [7]. So, the Clos
fabric with the larger hardware,l = 2 �n, is needed for a non-
blocking packet switch. A scheduling algorithm that would
provide non-blocking in a Clos packet switch would require
the higher processing complexity than its counterpart designed
for a cross-bar switch [15], [16]. Few heuristics have been
proposed to configure SEs in Clos packet switches without
assessment of their blocking nature [11], [14].

On the other side, it has been recognized that a Clos packet
switch in which the traffic load is balanced across the SEs
provides non-blocking, i.e. with sufficiently large buffers it
passes all the traffic if the outputs are not overloaded. Such
architecture has been described in [2], [27]. There is a
buffering in each stage of the architecture, and the SEs in
the heading stages are balancing packets over the SEs in
the succeeding stages. Turner showed that the architecture
is non-blocking if the traffic of each end-to-end session is
balanced over the SEs in a Benes packet switch [27]. We
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prove in a similar way that a three-stage Clos packet switch
based on load balancing is also non-blocking. We focus on
the three-stage architecture because it incurs a lower delay
than the recursive Benes architecture with the larger number
of stages. Advantages of the Clos packet switches with load
balancing are multifold. First, their implementation is simple:
there is no need for the high-capacity shared buffers or cross-
bars, there is no need for the cell-by-cell synchronization
across the fabric, and there is no need for the centralized
scheduler. Second, the non-blocking property of these switches
is an attractive feature: it simplifies network design because
the traffic passes the fabric as long as the output ports are
not overloaded, and it enables distributed admission control
which can follow the fast traffic-pattern changes typical onthe
Internet. Namely, because the switching fabric is non-blocking,
when reserving the bandwidth, an input port only has to check
if the output port has enough capacity, or a user has to check
if its destination user has enough capacity to receive data.In
this paper, we will assess the delay guarantees that can be
provided in Clos packet switches.

Load balancing has been proposed in other architec-
tures such as parallel plane switches (PPS) or Birkhoff-von-
Neumann switches which are equivalent [3], [9], [10]. Both,
parallel plane switches and Birkhoff-von-Neumann switches
with load balancing are a special case of Clos packet switches
with load balancing, where the number of input ports of
the input SEs isn = 1. The PPS architecture comprises
input/output line cards and output-queued switching elements
(SEs) in the middle stage. Each line card is connected to each
SE in the middle stage, and packets from each line card are
balanced over the output queued switches in the middle stage
[9]. In PPS,n = 1 andN = m, whereN is the number of
the switch ports andm is the number of the SE ports. In other
words, the number of the switch ports equals the number of the
SE ports. Usually, the SE is implemented on a single memory
chip. Therefore, the number of switch ports is limited by the
memory pin count. On the other side, the number of switch
ports in Clos packet switch isn times larger, and typicallyn >> 1. The number of ports determines the number of
switches in the network that a given switch can simultaneously
reach. If the switch can reach the smaller number other
switches, packets have to pass the larger number of switches
and the switching capacity wasted for packet transit increases.
Birkhoff-von-Neumann switch comprises two stages of cross-
bar fabrics with input buffers. Each input-output pair of the
fabric in either stage is allocated equal capacity through it. In
this way, the traffic is balanced through the first stage fabric,
so that it is uniform when passing the second stage fabric [3].
In this design, a centralized scheduler is omitted, but the high-
capacity cross-bars are still required. The total switch capacity
is limited by the cross-bar capacity. Also, synchronization on a
cell-by-cell basis is needed across the fabric. Ways to simplify
the design of high-capacity cross-bars were proposed in [10].
This paper made it clear that PPS and Birkhoff-von-Neumann
switch are equivalent architectures. The architecture in [10]
again assumes the small number of high-capacity line cards.
Such line cards would require involved development. Also, it
is not only the capacity that matters, but also the number of

switch ports should be large as we noted. However, assumed
line-cards can be viewed as shared buffers to which multiple
regular capacity line-cards (10Gbps) are attached. A general
formula derived in our paper will be applied to assess the
performance of the architecture proposed in [10].

Delay sensitive traffic is a significant part of the Inter-
net traffic which is ever increasing. The delay incurred by
Clos packet switches based on load balancing has not been
previously assessed. In this paper, we examine the fabric
utilization under which a tolerable delay can be guaranteedto
the most sensitive applications in Clos packet switches based
on load balancing. It will be shown that the tolerable delay
is guaranteed only for the fabric utilization that unacceptably
decreases with the increasing number of flows that are bal-
anced. Parts of this analysis have been presented in [20], [21],
[22], [23], [24], [25]. It will turn out that if the end-to-end
sessions are balanced independently as proposed in [27], the
tolerable delay is guaranteed only for very low utilization.
For this reason, we propose novel load balancing algorithms
that will be proven to provide a superior performance. First,
we will describe several options for load balancing of flows
with different granularities: either inputs or input SEs may
balance traffic, and flows to either output SEs or outputs may
be balanced independently. Formula for the fabric utilization
in terms of the number of flows, and tolerable delay will
be then derived. Formula for the fabric speedup required to
provide the 100% switch utilization will be also derived in
terms of the number of flows and tolerable delay. In addition,
we analyze the switch performance when load balancing of
different flows is desynchronized. This analysis shows thata
significant improvement of the performance can be achieved
with the minor increase of the implementation complexity.
Based on the presented performance analysis, the adequate
switch parameters and load balancing algorithms will be
recommended at the end.

II. T ERMINOLOGY

SEij - switching elementj in stagei.aij - the number of cells per frame that inputi can be
guaranteed to transmit to outputj.ij - the counter which is associated to flow(i; j).D - a given tolerable delay.F - the number of cells per frame on the external links.F 0 - the number of cells per frame passing a link from an
input SE to a center SE.F 00 - the number of cells per frame passing a link from a
center SE to an output SE.Fu - the number of cells per frame that an input is
guaranteed to transmit, and an output is guaranteed to receive.l - the number of center SEs.m - the number of input and output SEs.n - the number of inputs of an input SE, and the number
of outputs of an output SE.N - the number of switch inputs and outputs.Nf - the maximum number of flows that are balanced
through some internal fabric link.N 0f - the number of flows that are balanced through a link
from an input SE to a center SE.
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from a center SE to an output SE.R - the bit-rate that an external (input/output) link can
support.R - the bit-rate that an internal fabric link can support (a
link between either input and center SE, or center and output
SE).S - speedup equal to the ratio of the total capacities of
internal and external links.Si - the minimum speedup.Sik - the minimum speedup for the load balancing algorithmk.Sd - the minimum speedup when the counters are desyn-
chronized.Sdk - the minimum speedup for the load balancing algo-
rithm k of the links when the counters are desynchronized.T - the cell duration, or the time slot duration.Ui - the maximum utilization.U 0i - the maximum utilization of the links from input to
center SEs.U 00i - the maximum utilization of the links from center to
output SEs.Uik - the maximum utilization for the load balancing
algorithmk.Ud - the maximum utilization when the counters are desyn-
chronized.U 0d - the maximum utilization of the links from input to
center SEs when the counters are desynchronized.U 00d - the maximum utilization of the links from center to
output SEs when the counters are desynchronized.Udk - the maximum utilization for the load balancing
algorithmk when the counters are desynchronized.

III. D ESCRIPTION OFLOAD BALANCING ALGORITHMS IN

THE CLOS PACKET-SWITCHES

Obviously, when cells reach the center SEs (SEs in the
second stage), they are further routed according to their output
addresses. So, load balancing can be only performed at the
input SEs (SEs in the first stage). We will discuss four
different load balancing algorithms. They differ according to
the definition of the flows that are balanced. For example, in
one definition a flow comprises cells sourced by some input
and bound to the same output; in another definition a flow
comprises cells sourced by some input and bound to the same
output SE (SE in the third stage); or a flow comprises cells
sourced by the same input SE and bound to the same output;
or a flow comprises cells sourced by the same input SE and
bound to the same output SE etc.

In the first load balancing algorithm, cells from some input
bound for the particular output are spread equally among
center SEs. In the second case, cells from some input bound
for the particular output SE are spread equally among center
SEs. The previous two load balancing algorithms can be
implemented when SEs are cross-bars and inputs operate
independently. Then, the load can be balanced by input SEs:
an arbiter associated with each input SE determines to which
center SE a cell will be transmitted. So, in the third algorithm,

cells transmitted from an input SE to some output would be
spread equally across the center SEs. In the fourth algorithm,
cells transmitted from an input SE to some output SE would
be spread equally across the center SEs. In the last two algo-
rithms, SEs should be output-queued shared buffers, because
multiple incoming packets might have to be assigned to the
same queue.

In the first load balancing algorithm, inputi; 0 � i <N , hasN different counters associated with different outputs,ij ; 0 � j < N: Here N = nm is the number of switch
input and output ports. A cell arriving to inputi and bound
for the jth output will be marked to be transmitted through
the ij th output of its SE, i.e. to be transmitted through theij th center SE. Then, the counter in question is incremented
modulo l, namelyij  (ij + 1) mod l. In the second load
balancing algorithm, inputi; 0 � i < N , storesm counters
associated with different switch output SEs,ij ; 0 � j < m:
In the third load balancing algorithm, input SEi; 0 � i < m,
storesN different counters associated with different outputs,ij ; 0 � j < N: In the fourth load balancing algorithm, input
SE i; 0 � i < m, storesm counters associated with different
switch output SEs,ij ; 0 � j < m: In all cases, a cell of some
flow will be marked to be transmitted through theij th output
of its SE, i.e. to be transmitted through theij th center SE,
whereij is the counter corresponding to the flow in question.
The counter value is then incremented modulol.

The SE based on a cross-bar is shown in Figure 2 (a). This is
the input SE considering its number of input and output ports.
A header reader and routing decision (HR&RD) block reads a
packet header, and stores the packet in the appropriate virtual
output queue (VOQ) of an input buffer. The packet is then
scheduled and transmitted from the SE. In the first stage, the
HR&RD block reads the packet address, determines to which
flow the packet belongs to, and reads the counter of that flow
from the counter lookup table. The counter value determines
the center SE through which the packet will be routed, i.e. the
VOQ of the input buffer where the packet should be stored.
In the second stage, the HR&RD block determines the output
SE to which the packet should be sent solely based on the
packet header. The SE based on a shared buffer is shown in
Figure 2 (b). It is identical to the SE based on a cross bar only
the input buffers and the cross-bar are replaced by the shared
buffer.

Let us examine the blocking nature of a Clos packet switch
based on the load balancing. As we noted before, the
algorithms for SE configuration in Clos circuit switches are
not applicable to Clos packet switches where configurations
are changed fast, on a cell-by-cell basis. So, the proofs for
non-blocking conditions in Clos circuit switches do not hold
for the architecture in question. In packet switches the internal
links of the fabric often have higher capacity than the external
links, in order to provide non-blocking. A fabric speedup can
be defined as the ratio of the capacities of the internal links
and the external links:S = nmRmlR � 1; (1)

whereR is the maximum bit-rate supported by a link that is
attached to the switch port, andR is the maximum bit-rate
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Fig. 3. Time diagram explaining a coarse synchronization.

supported by a fabric internal link that either connects input
and center SE, or center and output SE.

Theorem 1:Non-blocking is provided in Clos packet
switches based on load balancing without the fabric speedup,
i.e. the traffic passes the fabric as long as outputs are not
overloaded andS � 1.

Proof: It is easy to see that the traffic loads passing
through the internal links of the same SE are identical when
the described load balancing algorithms are applied. Because
the total traffic passing through any SE does not exceed but
can reachnR, the traffic passing some internal link does not
exceed but can reachnR=l. This traffic will pass the link if
and only ifnR=l � R, which is true if and only ifS � 1.

IV. GENERALIZED PERFORMANCEANALYSIS OF LOAD

BALANCING ALGORITHMS

Traffic of each individual flow is balanced independently
across the SEs. If there are many flows that transmit cells
across some SE at the same time, the cells will experience long
delay. Many applications, e.g. voice and video, require rate and
delay guarantees. We will assess the worst case utilizations for
balancing algorithms that provide rate and delay guarantees.
We will focus on the traffic that requires rate and delay
guarantees, and assume that this traffic is policed at eitherthe
edge of the network, or at the switch ports. Note that policing
is necessary for rate and delay guarantees to be provided. For
example, input 1 negotiated to send 10Mbps to output 3, the
policing interval is 0.5ms, the cell duration is 50ns and the
port bit rate is 10Gbps. Then, input 1 will send at most 10
high-priority cells per frame to output 3. We also assume that
SEs are non-blocking and provide rate and delay guarantees.
So, they transfer all the policed traffic within one frame period.
These features hold when the shared buffers are used as SEs.
But they also hold for the cross-bar SEs with the speedup of
two that are run by the maximal matching algorithms [15],
[16], [19], [26].

Time of a switch and its input ports is divided into the
policing intervals, or frames, that areFT long as shown in
Figure 3, whereF is the number of time slots of durationT. Each input-output pair is guaranteed a specified number of
time slots per frame. For exampleaij time slots are guaranteed
to input-output pair(i; j); 0 � i; j < N . Each input, and each

output can be assigned at mostFu time slots per frame, i.e.Xk aik � Fu; Xk aki � Fu: (2)

We will evaluateFu in terms ofF;N;Nf for various load
balancing algorithms, so that all cells of a frame pass each
switch stage within one frame. HereNf is the maximum
number of flows that are balanced through some connection,
andN is the number of switch ports.

We assume that there is a coarse synchronization in the
switch, i.e. that all SEs use identical frame delineation. The
synchronization is coarse because it is performed on a frame-
by-frame basis and not on a cell-by-cell basis. The coarse
synchronization is shown in Figure 3. The first time axis
shows switch frames in which SEs forwards cells of the
corresponding input frames shown on the axes below. Frame
delineations for different input ports may vary, and the input
frames with the same ordinal number overlap while preceding
the switch frame with the same ordinal number. In a particular
switch frame of the first time axis in Figure 3, the input SEs
will pass cells of the input frames with the same ordinal
number, the center SEs will pass cells of the input frames
with the ordinal number decremented by 1, and the output
SEs will pass cells of the input frames with the ordinal
number decremented by 2. For example, in the switch frame
3 the input SEs pass the cells that have arrived in the input
frames designated by 3, the center SEs pass the cells that
have arrived in the input frames 2, and the output SEs pass
the cells that have arrived in the input frames 1. This coarse
synchronization can simplify the controller implementation.
Otherwise, SEs should give priority to the earlier frames which
complicates their schedulers, also cell resequencing becomes
more complex because the maximum jitter is increased. We
will calculate the fabric utilization such that all cells ofa
frame are guaranteed to pass the switch stage within the next
frame, so resequenced cells may be at mostF cells apart.
Consequently the resequencing buffer size isF cells, and the
total cell delay is increased forFT. The total delay that a
cell may experience through a three-stage Clos packet switch
is four times the frame duration:D = 4FT: (3)

We will calculate the number of cells passing through an
internal fabric link per frame in terms ofFu; F (or D=4T),N;Nf which should be smaller than the number of cells
per frame on the internal link equal toSFn=l, and from
this inequality we will calculate the maximum utilization of
the input links (Fu=F ). Also, we will calculate the speedup
needed to achieve the 100% switch utilization, and a given
tolerable delay. Note that all lemmas and theorems hold in
large switches wherel > 10.

A. Switch Utilization

Lemma 1:Let F 0 denote the maximum number of cells per
frame sent from a given input SE through a given center SE.
It holds thatnFul +N 0f � n � F 0 < nFul +N 0f ; (4)
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whereN 0f denotes the maximum number of flows sourced by
input SE that pass through the links from this SE to center
SEs.

Proof: Let f 0ig ; 0 � g < N 0f ; denote the number of time
slots per frame that are guaranteed to the individual flows
sourced by SE1i. It follows:F 0 � Xg lf 0igl m)F 0 < Xg f 0igl +N 0f )F 0 < nFul +N 0f ; (5)

wheredxe is the smallest integer no less thanx, i.e. dxe <x+1. This proves the right side of inequality (4). We can find
a case in which the number of cells passing an internal link
per frame exceeds the left side of inequality (4), and so doesF 0 according to its definition. Assume that out ofN 0f flows
sourced by SE1i, N 0f �n flows are assigned one time slot per
frame, and the remainingn flows are assignednFu�(N 0f�n)
time slots per frame. If it happens that first cells in a frame
of all flows are sent through SE2j , the total number of cells
per frame transmitted through SE2j from SE1i will be:F 0 = N 0f � n+ ndFul � N 0fnl e= nFul + (l � 1)N 0f � (nFu �N 0f ) mod (nl)l )F 0 � nFul +N 0f � n (6)

for l > 10. Claim of the lemma follows.
Lemma 2:Maximum utilization of the links from input to

center SEs,U 0i , satisfies inequality:max(0; S � lN 0fnF ) < U 0i � min(1; S � lN 0fnF + lF ): (7)

Proof: Note thatnSF=l is the number of cells that may
pass the link from an input to a center SE within one frame.
Let Fu is such that:nFul +N 0f = nSFl : (8)

If Fu is the number of cells that are guaranteed to an input or
to an output per frame, the number of cells passing an internal
link satisfies F 0 � nFul +N 0f = nSF=l; (9)

according to lemma 1, and all the cells will pass the internal
links in question within a frame. So the maximum utilization
under which all cells pass the switch isU 0i � Fu=F and the
left side of inequality in Lemma 2 is proven. From Lemma 1F 0 � nFu=l+N 0f � n, so it must holdnFul +N 0f � n � F 0 � nSFl )U 0i � FuF � S � lN 0fnF + lF ; (10)

and the right side of inequality in Lemma 2 is proven.
Lemma 3:Let F 00 denote the maximum number of cells

per frame sent to a given output SE through a given center
SE. It holds thatnFul +N 00f � n � F 00 < nFul +N 00f ; (11)

whereN 00f denotes the maximum number of flows bound to
some output SE that pass through the links from center SEs
to this output SE.

Proof: The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 1.
Lemma 4:Maximum utilization of the links from center to

output SEs is:max(0; S � lN 00fnF ) < U 00i � min(1; S � lN 00fnF + lF ): (12)

Proof: The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 2.
Theorem 2:Maximum utilization of the fabric internal links

under which all cells pass them within designated frames is:max(0; S � lNfnF ) � Ui � min(1; S � l(Nf � n)nF ): (13)

whereNf is the maximum number of flows that are passing
through some internal link of the fabric.

Proof: The proof follows from Lemmas 2 and 4.

B. Switch Utilization when the Counters are Desynchronized

We calculated the maximum utilization when different flows
bound for the same SE are independently balanced, so the cells
of a given frame are sent starting from the same center SE.
Alternatively, equal numbers of flows are balanced starting
from different center SEs in each frame. For example, flowg of SE1i resets its counter at the beginning of a frame toig = (i + g) mod l. Or, flow g bound to SE3k resets its
counter at the beginning of a frame tokg = (k + g) mod l.
We can assumeN 0f ; N 00f > 10l or N 0f = N 00f = 0 mod l in
order to simplify the analysis of load balancing algorithms
with the desynchronized counters, due to the fact that other
cases will not be of interest in the later discussion.

Lemma 5: In load balancing algorithms with the desynchro-
nized counters, the maximum number of cells passing through
a link from an input SE to a center SE is:F 0 = 8<: nFul + N 0f2 F � lN 0f2nq 2nFuN 0fl F < lN 0f2n : (14)

Proof: We will calculate the maximum number of cells
that are transmitted from SE1i through SE2(n�1) in the middle
stage, and the same result would hold for any other center SE.
Let f 0ig denote the number of cells in flowg which is balanced
starting from SE2j at the beginning of each frame, wherej =(i+g) mod l. Then, the number of cells in flowg transmitted

from SE1i through SE2(n�1) is
j(f 0ig+(i+g) modl)=lk, where



6bx is the smallest integer not greater thanx i.e. bx � x .
So, the number of cells fromSE1i through SE2(n�1) is:F 0 = X0�g<N 0f jf 0ig + (i+ g) mod ll k� X0�g<N 0f f 0ig + (i+ g) mod ll� nFul + N 0fl � l � 12� nFul + N 0f2 ; (15)

for l > 10 andN 0f > 10l. Note that inequality (15) holds forl > 10 andN 0f mod l = 0 as well. Equality in (15) is reached
if and only if:f 0ig = l � (i+ g) mod l + l � y0ig ; (16)

wherey0ig � 0 are integers. Valuesf 0ig that satisfy condition
(16) exist if it holds that:nFu = X0�g<N 0f f 0ig� X0�g<N 0f (l � (i+ g) mod l) = N 0fl � l(l+ 1)2 ,Fu � N 0fn � l + 12 � lN 0f2n ; (17)

for l > 10 and Nf > 10l. Note that inequality (17) holds
for l > 10 andNf mod l = 0 as well. When inequality (17)
holds, equality in (15) may be reached, and:F 0 = nFul + N 0f2 : (18)

If inequality (17) does not hold:N 0fl � z(z + 1)2 � nFu < N 0fl � (z + 1) � (z + 2)2 ,z = j�1 +q1 + 8nlFuN 0f2 k; (19)

where0 � z < l is an integer. BecauseFu � 10N 0f=(8nl):z �s2nlFuN 0f : (20)

It is easy to understand thatF 0 will be maximal for:f 0ig = ( l � q l � z � q = (i+ g) mod l < l0 0 � (i+ g) mod l < l � z: (21)

If Fu < lN 0f=(2n), from (15,20,21):F 0 = N 0fzl �s2nFuN 0fl : (22)

Lemma 6:Maximum utilization of the links from input to
center SEs, when the counters are desynchronized is:U 0d = 8><>: S � lN 0f2nF F � lN 0fnSnS2F2lN 0f F < lN 0fnS : (23)

Proof: SinceF 0 � nSF=l, from Lemma 5 it follows
that forFu � lN 0f=(2n),F 0 = nFul + N 0f2 � nSFl )U 0d = FuF � S � lN 0f2nFF � lN 0fnS ; (24)

and forFu < lN 0f=(2n) :F 0 = s2nFuN 0fl � nSFl )U 0d = FuF � min( lN 0f2nF ; nS2F2lN 0f ): (25)

So, the maximum utilization when counters are reset each
frame is:U 0d = FuF� 8><>: S � lN 0f2nF Fu � lN 0f2nmin( lN 0f2nF ; nS2F2lN 0f ) Fu < lN 0f2n : (26)

From equations (24,26), it follows that:U 0d = 8><>: S � lN 0f2nF F � lN 0fnSnS2F2lN 0f F < lN 0fnS : (27)

Lemma 7: In load balancing algorithms with the desynchro-
nized counters, the maximum number of cells passing a link
from a center SE to an output SE is:F 00 = 8<: nFul + N 00f2 F � lN 00f2nq 2nFuN 00fl F < lN 00f2n : (28)

Proof: Let f 00kg denote the number of cells in flowg
transmitted to SE3k that are balanced starting from SE2j at
the beginning of each frame, wherej = (k+ g) mod l. Then,
the number of cells in flowg transmitted to SE3k through
SE2(n�1) is b(f 00kg + (k + g) mod l)=l. The rest of the proof
is similar to the proof of Lemma 5.

Lemma 8:Maximum utilization of the links from center to
output SEs when the counters are reset each frame is:U 00d =8><>: S � lN 00f2nF F � lN 00fnSnS2F2lN 00f F < lN 00fnS : (29)
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Proof: The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 6.
Theorem 3:In the algorithms where balancing of different

flows is desynchronized, maximum utilization of the fabric
internal links under which all cells pass it within designated
frames is: Ud = 8<: S � lNf2nF F � lNfnSnS2F2lNf F < lNfnS ; (30)

whereNf is the maximum number of flows balanced through
some fabric internal link.

Proof: Maximum utilization of the fabric internal links
under which all cells pass it within designated frames is
derived from Lemmas 6 and 8 to be:Ud = min(U 0d; U 00d ) = 8<: S � lNf2nF F � lNfnSnS2F2lNf F < lNfnS : (31)

Note that Theorem 3 provides the maximum utilization when
both balancing of flows sourced by an input SE, and balancing
of flows bound for an output SE are desynchronized. This
assumption will hold in all consider algorithms.

C. Switch Speedup with and without Desynchronized Counters

Often, signal transmission over the fibers connecting distant
routers requires most complex and costly hardware. Therefore,
it is important to provide the highest utilization of the fiber
transmission capacity. For this reason, switching fabricswith
the speedup have been previously proposed and used.

Theorem 4:The speedupS required to pass all incoming
packets with a tolerable delay when the counters are changing
independently is:1 + l(Nf � n)nF � Si < 1 + lNfnF ; (32)

and the speedup when counters are desynchronized is:Sd �8<: 1 + lNf2nF F � lNf2nq 2lNfnF F < lNf2n : (33)

Proof: It should hold thatFu = F while F � nSF=l,
whereF is the number of cells passing through some internal
link per frame. When the counters are independent from
Lemmas 1 and 3 it follows that:nSiFl � max (F 0; F 00 ) � nFl +Nf � n; (34)

which proves the left hand side of inequality (32). If speedupSi is such that: nSiFl = nFl +Nf ;
then, from Lemmas 1 and 3 it follows that:nSiFl = nFl +Nf � max(F 0; F 00 );
and all the traffic is guaranteed to pass the fabric with the
speedupSi, which proves the right hand side of inequality
(32).

When the counters are desynchronized, from Lemmas 5 and
7 it follows that:nSdFl � max (F 0; F 00 ) = 8<: nFl + Nf2 F � lNf2nq 2nFNfl F < lNf2n ;
and so inequality (33) follows.

V. PERFORMANCE OFLOAD BALANCING ALGORITHMS

In this section, the switch performance for various system
parameters will be discussed. All graphs are drawn according
to the previously derived formulas. These formulas accurately
describe the worst case switch performance. So, the switch
performance for any particular traffic pattern will not be worse
than the performance shown in the graphs. Since the worst
case performance in the graphs can be reached for certain
traffic patterns, it determines which load balancing schemes
are acceptable and which are not.

We will discuss the switch utilization and the fabric speedup
for a given tolerable delay. One way packet delay that can
be tolerated by interactive applications is around 150ms, but
only 50-60ms of this allowed delay can be budgeted for the
queueing. The switch delay below 3ms may be required for
various reasons. For example, packets might pass multiple
packet switches from their sources to the destinations, and
packet delays through these switches would add. Also, in
order to provide flexible multicasting, the ports should forward
packets multiple times through the packet switch, and the
packet delay is prolonged accordingly [2], [17], [18], [27].

It can be observed from our previous analysis that the
performance of a load balancing algorithm depends on the
number of balanced flows. LetNf denote the maximum
number of balanced flows passing through some internal link.Nf is equal to the maximum number of flows sourced by some
input SE or bound to some output SE.

First we will assume that the Clos packet switch comprises
identicaln� n SEs, i.e. thatn = m = l = pN . In the first
algorithm,Nf = nN , because any input SE sourcesnN flows,
and each ofN inputs balancesn flows bound for any output
SE. In the second algorithmNf = N , because any input SE
sourcesn2 = N flows, and each ofN inputs balances one flow
for any output SE. In the third algorithm,Nf = N because any
input SE sourcesN flows, and each ofn input SEs balancesn flows for any output SE. In the fourth algorithm,Nf = n
because any input SE sourcesn flows, and each ofn input
SEs balances one flow for any output SE.

Under the assumption of no speedup, i.e.S = 1, we
obtain the maximum utilizations for described load balancing
algorithms by substitutingNf in formula (13):Ui1 = max(0; 1� nNF );Ui2 = Ui3 = max(0; 1� NF );Ui4 � 1: (35)

So, the first load balancing algorithm is least efficient, while
the fourth algorithm is most efficient. However, the fourth load
balancing algorithm is not an obvious design choice because
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(a) Independent counters
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(b) Desynchronized counters

Fig. 4. Switch utilization when counters are (a) independent, (b) desyn-
chronized: solid curves represent the algorithm in which inputs balance flows
bound for output SEs, and to the algorithm in which input SEs balance flows
bound for outputs; dashed curves correspond to the algorithm in which inputs
balance flows bound for outputs.

it requires the shared buffers, while the first two algorithms
require the cross-bars that are more scalable.

In order to increase the efficiency of the load balancing
algorithms, the frame length should be increased. On the other
side, the cell delay is proportional to the frame length. So
the maximum frame length will be determined by the delay
that could be tolerated by the applications such as interactive
voice and video. Assume that the maximum delay that can be
tolerated by interactive applications isD, and the cell time
slot duration isT, then F = D4T (36)

and: Ui1 = max(0; 1� 4nNTD );Ui2 = Ui3 = max(0; 1� 4NTD ): (37)

If flows are balanced starting from different center SEs, the
efficiency of load balancing can be improved. Namely, at the
beginning of each frame, counters will be set to the appropriate
values, e.g.ij = (i+ j) mod l; where0 � i; j < N for the
first load balancing algorithm,0 � i < N; 0 � j < n for
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(a) Independent counters
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(b) Desynchronized counters

Fig. 5. Fabric speedup when the counters are (a) independent, (b) desyn-
chronized: solid curves represent the algorithm in which inputs balance flows
bound for output SEs, and to the algorithm in which input SEs balance flows
bound for outputs; dashed curves correspond to the algorithm in which inputs
balance flows bound for outputs.

the second algorithm,0 � i < n; 0 � j < N for the third
algorithm. (Efficiency of the third algorithm is already close
to 100%.) Because in all these casesNf � 10n andn > 10,
the guaranteed utilizations for the enhanced load balancing
algorithms can be derived by substitutingNf in formula (30):Ud1 = ( 1� nN2F F � nNF2nN F < nN;Ud2 = Ud3 = ( 1� N2F F � NF2N F < N: (38)

(39)

It follows that:Ud1 = ( 1� 2nNTD D � 4nNTD8nNT D < 4nNT;Ud2 = Ud3 = ( 1� 2NTD D � 4NTD8NT D < 4NT: (40)

whereD is the maximum delay that can be tolerated, and
again it is assumed that there is no speedup, i.e. thatS = 1.

Figure 4 shows the fabric utilization decrease as the switch
size is increasing for various tolerable delays. In 4 (a) counters
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are independent, while in (b) counters are desynchronized.The
cell duration is 50ns. The solid curves represent the second
and the third algorithm (Nf = N ), while the dashed curves
correspond to the first algorithm (Nf = nN ). One can see that
the efficiency of the first balancing algorithm might decrease
unacceptably as the switch size is increasing. For example,
the utilization of a fabric with 1000 ports drops below 10%
for a tolerable delay of 3ms. On the other side, for the same
tolerable delay and cell duration, the utilization of a fabric with
4000 ports is 80% if the second or the third load balancing
algorithm is applied. It can be concluded that the last three
load balancing algorithms (for whichNf � N ) provide a
superior performance. We note that the efficiency of the first
load balancing algorithm is improved when the counters are
desynchronized, but, it is still low in the large switches where
cells bound for the particular output are spread equally across
the center SEs. For example, the utilization of a fabric with
1000 ports drops below 30% for a tolerable delay of 3ms, and
below 10% in a switch with 4000 ports. The efficiency of the
second and the third load balancing algorithm is improved too,
for the same tolerable delay, the utilization of a fabric with
4000 ports is 90%.

If the utilization of the transmission capacity is to be
maximized to 100%, the switching fabric with a speedup
should be implemented. The speedup required to provide the
100% utilization varies for different load balancing algorithms.
In the simple case when different counters are independent,
required speedups can be obtained from formula (32) to be:Si1 = 1 + nNF ;Si2 = Si3 = 1+ NF : (41)

When the counters are desynchronized, the required speedups
are decreased and can be obtained from formula (33) to be:Sd1 = 8<: 1 + nN2F F � nN2q 2nNF F < nN2 ;Sd2 = Sd3 =8<: 1 + N2F F � N2q 2NF F < N2 : (42)

Speedups required to pass the packets with a tolerable delay
of D can be calculated from formula (41):Si1 = 1 + 4nNTD ;Si2 = Si3 = 1 + 4NTD :

(43)

When the counters are desynchronized, required speedups are
decreased and can be obtained from formula (42) to be:Sd1 = 8<: 1 + 2nNTD D � 2nNTq 8nNTD D < 2nNT;Sd2 = Sd3 = 8<: 1 + 2NTD D � 2NTq 8NTD D < 2NT: (44)

Figure 5 shows the fabric speedup that provides non-
blocking through a switch for various delays requirements.
In 5 (a) counters are independent, while in (b) counters are
desynchronized. The cell duration is 50ns. The solid curves
represent the second and the third algorithm (Nf = N ),
while the dashed curves correspond to the first algorithm
(Nf = nN ). The first load balancing algorithm requires the
speedups larger than 2 and 10, in order to provide the delay
less than 3ms through a switch with 1000 and 4000 ports,
respectively. On the other side, the speedup required when the
second and third load balancing algorithms are applied is close
to 1 for all switch sizes. Figure 5 (b) shows the fabric speedup
that provides non-blocking through a switch for various delays
requirements in the case when the counters used for balancing
are desynchronized. The first load balancing algorithm requires
the speedups larger than 2 and 7, in order to provide the delay
less than 3ms through a switch with 1000 and 4000 ports,
respectively. So, the required speedup is reduced when the
counters are desynchronized. No speedup is needed when the
second and third load balancing algorithms are applied and
the counters are desynchronized.

We observed earlier that the fourth algorithm achieves the
best performance. However, this algorithm should be imple-
mented using shared buffers as SEs which are not scalable.
Now, we will assume that the SEs are shared buffers of a
limited size. The large number of these SEs are required
to build high-capacity packet switch, i.e.l = m > n.
From equations (13,30,32,33) it follows that the performance
degrades asl=n increases, but the smaller number of flows
that are balanced in the fourth algorithm may compensate for
this degradation. As a reminder, in the fourth algorithm a flow
comprises cells sourced by the same input SE and bound for
the same output SE. If the fourth load balancing is applied, and
the switch performance in terms of switch parametersn andN can be calculated using formulas (13,30,32,33) as follows:Ui4 = max(0; 1� N2n3F );Ud4 = ( 1� N22n3F F � N2n3n3F2N2 F < N2n3 ;Si4 = 1 + N2n3F ;Sd4 = 8<: 1 + N22n3F F � N22n3q 2N2n3F F < N22n3 : (45)

The fabric utilization or the fabric speedup for 100%
utilization for a tolerable delay ofD is:Ui4 = max(0; 1� 4N2Tn3D );Ud4 = 8<: 1� 2N2Tn3D D � 4N2Tn3n3D8N2T D < 4N2Tn3 ;Si4 = 1 + 4N2Tn3D ;
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Fig. 6. Switch utilization: solid curves represent the performance with
independent counters; dashed curves correspond to the performance with
desynchronized counters.Sd4 = 8<: 1 + 2N2Tn3D D � 2N2Tn3q 8N2Tn3D D < 2N2Tn3 : (46)

Figure 6 shows the fabric utilization decrease with the
number of ports for various numbers of ports per SE. Figure 7
shows the fabric speedup increase with the number of ports for
various numbers of ports per SE. The solid curves represent
the algorithms in which the counters change independently,
while the dashed curves correspond to the algorithms in which
the counters are desynchronized. It can be observed that the
performance is considerably improved when the counters are
desynchronized. For smalln, the efficiency drops fast as the
number of ports increases. It is non-negligible for the larger
switches only when the cell duration is very short and the
counters are desynchronized. For example, whenN >1000
and n 2 f1; 4g, the utilization is close to 0 forT = 50ns.
Utilization improves and exceeds 70% for n = 4 and T =20ns. Utilization is above 50% in the switches with more
than 2000 ports only whenn = 16. Similarly, the speedup
required in PPS withn = 1 would be high. ForN >1000,
the required speedup is above 10. On the other side, in regular
Clos packet switches wheren 2 f4; 16g the fabric utilization
and the speedup required for the 100% switch utilization are
improved. The required speedup whenN = 2000 andn = 4
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Fig. 7. Fabric speedup: solid curves represent the performance with
independent counters; dashed curves correspond to the performance with
desynchronized counters.

is 5 forT = 50ns and 4 forT = 20ns. The required speedup
whenN = 10000 andn = 16 is always less than 2. So, the
switch performance improves as the number of ports per SE
increases. The performance can be improved by decreasing
the cell duration time which increases the implementation
complexity. Speedups are further improved when the counters
are desynchronized. The satisfactory performance is achieved
for the number of ports that rapidly decreases withn and so
the switch connectivity degrades asn decreases.

It is difficult to implement the high speed ports. Let us
investigate if it would be worthwhile to make efforts to
develop such ports. Assume that one SE is placed on one
line-card, and line-cards have the specified capacity regardless
on the number of ports per SE. Figure 8 shows the fabric
utilization decrease with the number of line cards for various
numbers of ports per SE, while Figure 9 shows the fabric
speedup increase with the number of line cards for various
numbers of ports per SE. Again, the solid curves represent
the algorithms with independent counters, while the dashed
curves correspond to the algorithms in which the counters
are desynchronized. We can see that for a specified switch
capacity, and therefore the number of line cards, the utilization
of the fabric increases as the number of ports per line card
increases. Or, the speeedup required for 100% utilization of the
switch capacity decreases as the number of ports per line card
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Fig. 8. Switch utilization: solid curves represent the performance with
independent counters; dashed curves correspond to the performance with
desynchronized counters.

increases. So, the smaller number of line cards are requiredto
provide the same capacity if the number of ports per line card
is larger. The larger number of ports also provides the richer
connectivity, and the development of high-capacity ports does
not seem advantageous.

Note that assuming different load balancing algorithms in
PPS, the packet delay has been analyzed in [4] to reach2N �Mmax �T, whereMmax is the maximum number of multicast
sessions per port. So, the delay in this switch can be very
large2N �F � T = 2N �R � T=G; whereG is the granularity
of multicast sessions. In a switch with 10Tbps capacity, for
the multicast session bandwidth granularity of 10Mbps, andT = 50ns, the packet delay ofD = 100ms is unacceptably
large.

In summary, the switch performance improves as the num-
ber of balanced flows decreases. The algorithms for whichNf � N will perform well for all practical switch sizes in
the casen = m = l. In [27], it was proposed that the end-to-
end sessions are independently balanced in a switch. In that
caseNf � nN , and consequently the performance is poorer
than of the algorithm where a flow comprises cells from some
input to some output. The performance of the latter protocol
was not satisfactory in terms of the fabric utilization and the
speedup required for the 100% switch utilization. On the other
side, the algorithm in which a flow comprises cells bound from
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Fig. 9. Fabric speedup: solid curves represent the performance with
independent counters; dashed curves correspond to the performance with
desynchronized counters.

some input to some output SE can be implemented if SEs are
crossbars, and it performs well for the practical switch sizes.
The performance is even better when input SEs balance the
traffic because the number of flows is decreased. However, the
implementation of the algorithms where input SEs balance the
traffic may be more complex, and, consequently, less scalable.
First, the counters of the arbiter should be updatedn times
per cell time slot, which may require advanced processing
capability, and may limit the number of SE ports i.e. the total
switch capacity. Also, these algorithms assume the SEs with
the shared buffers whose capacity was recognized to be smaller
than the capacity of the cross-bar SEs. But, the performance
of a Clos packet switch comprising the large number of the
limited capacity SEs with shared buffers was shown to be also
satisfactory when the number of ports per SE is sufficiently
large. Finally, the switch performance is significantly improved
when the counters are desynchronized. At the expense of
a minor increase of the algorithm complexity, the fabric
utilization is significantly increased. As a result, the switch
consuming the smaller space and power will be able to provide
the given high capacity.

VI. CONCLUSION

Clos packet switches provide high capacity. Clos packet
switches are non-blocking when the load bound for either
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outputs or output SEs is balanced across the SEs in the middle
stage. As a result, no centralized admission control is required
in the described architecture. When reserving bandwidth for a
new session, an input port has only to check if the appropriate
output port has sufficient capacity. If the sufficient bandwidth
is provisioned to users, admission control can be moved to
the edge of the network, and a user would check if the
destination user has enough capacity to receive data, and send
the information accordingly. This distributed admission control
would further enhance the dynamics of the Internet.

We investigated the fabric utilization under which the delay
requirements of sensitive applications are met in Clos packet
switches based on load balancing. We calculated the utilization
for various load balancing algorithm in terms of the number
of flows that are balanced, and various tolerable delays. The
presented analysis is accurate, using minor approximations.
As expected, the performance degrades as the number of
balanced flows increases. The utilization was shown to be
poor in the large switches in which end-to-end sessions are
balanced independently. However, balancing the small number
of flows readily provides required rate and delay guarantees
in arbitrarily large switches. We showed that the performance
is satisfactory in very large switches (with 4000 ports) when
the cross-bars are used, if a flow comprises cells for the same
output switching element. We also examined the performance
of Clos packet switches using limited size shared buffers for
switching elements. It was shown that their performance is
satisfactory for equally large capacities, when the sufficiently
large number of ports per switching element are deployed.
The counter desynchronization slightly increases the algorithm
complexity, but significantly improves the fabric utilization,
and so it reduces the space and the power that the switch
requires.
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